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Mathematica 5.2: A Review
Joseph M. HILBE

Mathematica is characterized by Wolfram Research, manu-
facturers of the software, as a “technical computing system.”
Most of those who use it, however, likely think of it as a com-
prehensive numeric and symbolic computational package with
extensive associated graphical capabilities and as a program-
ming language with an interactive document or notebook inter-
face. Regardless of how the package is characterized, Mathe-
matica is perhaps the most well-known and well-used technical
computing package on the market. Current estimates show that
Mathematica has a user base exceeding that of its two closest
competitors—Maple and MathCAD.

The purpose of this review is to provide the reader with an
overview of Mathematica 5.2’s scope and capabilities, its limi-
tations and any points needing development, and a sense of how
the Mathematica program actually works. To achieve the latter
end, I shall provide several worked out examples demonstrating
the package at work. Given the fact that the Notebook interface
can be saved in LaTEX format, replicating actual example in-
put and output should clearly represent how the screen display
appears.

I shall first provide details of license costs, together with a
listing of what comes with the package. Following this I’ll pro-
vide a brief history of Wolfram Research and of the evolution
of the software. Next I’ll list some of the most important en-
hancements that appear in version 5.2, which was released in
July 2005. Thereafter I’ll discuss the general capabilities of the
package, followed by various examples. Finally, I’ll mention any
shortcomings or features of the package that I think need further
development.

1. FEES AND SUPPORTING PRODUCTS

Mathematica has been designed to work on a number of plat-
forms. This review relates only to personal computer implemen-
tations, including MS Windows, Macintosh, and Linux systems.
Version 5.2 single user licensing costs, in U.S. dollars in the
United States and Canada, for these platforms are:

Version Fee (upgrade from ver 5.1)

Professional $1880 ($375)
Government $1580 ($375)
Academic (4 yr college) $895 ($225)
Student (all levels) $140 ($100)

Semester and annual versions are also available for the student
version starting at $45. The cost for professional and govern-
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ment licenses includes one year of premier service. In addition,
Wolfram publishes a number of ancillary packages that rely
on the Mathematica kernel for number and symbolic calcula-
tions. Depending on the package, many of the capabilities of the
full Mathematica have been dropped. Four of the many separate
packages include:

Teacher’s Edition (precollege and CC) version 1, $195. The
toolkit interface allows a teacher to generate customized assign-
ments and quizzes together with their answer keys, construct
animated demos and interactive courseware, and format printed
results using mathematic typesetting. The Teacher’s Edition also
comes with a calculator system.

Mathematica CalcCenter, version 3, ($595) and Mathematica
CalcCenter for Students ($99.95). The CalcCenter provides a
number of palettes that allow users to solve problems without
directly using a command interface. It has nearly the same nu-
meric, and only marginally diminished symbolic, calculational
capability as does Professional Mathematica. It cannot deal with
symbolic differential equations, or more complex mathematics.
Other limitations exist as well. But it does allow the user to
engage in data analysis, descriptive statistics, plotting, and tech-
nical report writing. I intend on reviewing this package at a later
date.

MathStatica 1.5 ($159). Created by a cooperating vendor,
MathStatica uses the Mathematica kernel to provide the user
with the capability of working with a wide variety of probability
distributions and associated random variables, with engaging in
maximum likelihood estimation, and calculating a number of
statistics that are normally found in commercial statistical pack-
ages. A text, entitled Mathematical Statistics with Mathematica
(Rose and Smith 2002), comes with the package. I shall also be
reviewing MathStatica separately in a future issue of TAS.

Statistical Inference Package, version 1. The package, just re-
leased, has been specifically designed to make it easy for users
to do classical likelihood-based statistical inference. Capabili-
ties include procedures for maximum likelihood estimation, for
example, regression models for univariate and multivariate lin-
ear and nonlinear models (examples: logistic, Poisson multi-
nomial), profile-likelihood-based confidence intervals for para-
metric functions, likelihood ratio tests, and the ability to form
complicated models from simpler ones. I intend to review this
package in a subsequent issue of TAS.

webMathematica Professional, version 2, (pricing varies, con-
tact sales) and webMathematica Amateur (available for free to
Premier Service subscribers). webMathematica enables users to
create Web pages that access Mathematica’s computational en-
gine for specific applications. The Web pages could, for instance,
include combinations of symbolic and numeric math along with
relevant graphics.

A free webMathematica program, called The Integrator, can
be accessed at http:// integrals.wolfram.com/ index.jsp.

The Integrator uses webMathematica technology to provide
an interface whereby a user simply enters the formula to be inte-
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Figure 1. Using the Integrator.

grated into the Integrator box and clicks on a button called “Com-
pute” to compute an indefinite integral with respect to x. Figure 1
shows a sample session, where I typed “Sqrt[2+2Sin[x]]”
into the box. The result displays a nicely formatted integration
formula together with the result. I would have loved to have had
this program when I first took calculus—to check answers of
course!

You may learn more about theses packages by accessing http:
// documents.wolfram.com/ .

Mathematica offers the user a number of resource Web sites.
I recommend that the reader look at http:// www.wolfram.com/
webresources.html, which provides a menu to a variety of re-
sources. For example, from the above Web site one can click
on functions.wolfram.com and have access to 87,160 functions
(as of February 16, 2006) on the Wolfram Functions Web site.
Other sites of particular interest to statisticians are: MathWorld,
an online mathematics encyclopedia at mathworld.wolfram.com
with Mathematica Notebooks for many entries, and the Wol-
fram Information Center library.wolfram.com which contains
programs, articles and conference proceedings for Mathematica
and other Wolfram products.

Wolfram offers a number of additional domain specific spe-
cialization packages, each of which uses the built-in Mathemat-
ica computational kernel. Some of the more interesting include:

Advanced numerical methods Control systems professional
Time series Wavelet explorer
Experimental data processing Neural networks
Digital imaging processing Fuzzy logic
Mechanical systems Parallel computing toolkit
Scientific astronomer Structural mechanics

Additionally, Wolfram Research offers a number of on-site
and Web-based courses on how to use Mathematica, as well as
how to use Mathematica for particular interests. Of likely interest
to TAS readers, Wolfram offers a two-part course on using Math-
ematica for statistical analysis. Each part is offered online as a
half-day course at a cost of $250. The two parts are also offered
together as a full-day course at training centers at a cost of $495.
A discount of 30% is available to faculty and students for online
and training center based courses. Companies can also contact
the sales department to arrange special on-site training for their

company. The Web site address for information regarding the
“Statistics with Mathematica” course is: http:// www.wolfram.
com/ services/ education/ minicourses/ m215.html.

Links to other educational pages, as well as to the currently
scheduled courses, are: http:// www.wolfram.com/ services/
education/ and http:// www.wolfram.com/ services/ education/
calendar.cgi.

2. WOLFRAM RESEARCH AND MATHEMATICA

Wolfram Research, Inc., founded in 1987 by Stephen Wol-
fram and located in Champaign, IL, is one of four companies
owned by the Wolfram Group. Others include Wolfram Media,
Inc., Wolfram Research Europe Ltd (UK), and Wolfram Re-
search Asia Ltd (Japan). Wolfram still heads the privately held
corporation, and oversees the development of Mathematica and
all of its derivative products.

Wolfram, who received a Ph.D. in theoretical physics from
CalTech in 1979 at the age of 20, began working on the con-
struction of a computer algebra system, called SMP, in the same
year. He finished it two years later in 1981, releasing it on the
commercial market. After engaging in substantial work in the
field of complex systems research, Wolfram began work on what
was to become Mathematica in late 1986, while a professor of
physics, mathematics, and computer science at the University of
Illinois. He founded Wolfram Research a year later, and released
the first version of Mathematica in June of 1988.

Since the earliest stages of computing, in particular personal
computing, packages were marketed for algebraic computing,
graphical presentation of data, and a variety of other numeric
tasks. Wolfram sought to provide Mathematica with a new type
of symbolic computer language that would allow for the defining
and manipulation of a wide range of objects based on relatively
few constants and primitive functions. Instead of the modular
approach used by most other technical packages, Mathematica
is a truly integrated system based on a hierarchical logic. What
this brings the user will be apparent in the examples shown later.

Mathematica has undergone five major versions, with version
2 being released in 1991, version 3 in 1996, version 4 in 1999,
and version 5.0 in 2003. The current version 5.2 was released in
2005. It appears that new major enhancements to Mathematica
come at intervals of three to four years.
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At first Mathematica was used primarily by those in the phys-
ical sciences, mathematics, and engineering. Over the some 18
years of its existence, users now come from every discipline
having a reason to engage in numeric and symbolic calculation.
However, its foremost clientele still appears to be those in the
engineering and mathematical fields—and, of course, in educa-
tion.

3. PACKAGE SPECIFICS

Mathematica comes with the following:

• Mathematica 5.2 CD
• Getting Started with Mathematica 5.2. (64 pages)
• A Quick Tour of Mathematica 5. (21 pages)

The Mathematica Book (Wolfram 2003), is located in the Help
Browser and at documents.wolfram.com. At some 1,500 pages in
length, the text provides the user with a complete guide on how to
use the software. Numerous examples are given throughout the
book. Extensive help is available from within the Mathematica
package, as well as from both technical support and Web support.
I contacted technical support without advising them that I was
reviewing the package. The person answering my questions was
extremely helpful and professional in his response.

3.1 System Capabilities and Limitations

Mathematica 5.2 requires 128MB RAM to operate, although
the vendor recommends 256MB RAM or more. Additionally, the
software takes up between 400 to 550 MB of hard disk space,
depending on the options installed. These requirements are well
within the capabilities of the majority of PC’s and Macs currently
on the market.

Mathematica 5.2 supports 64-bit memory addressing and 64-
bit long number partitioning. This means that the memory limit
is 264 bytes or some 18 billion Gigabytes, well beyond current
hardware limitations. Mathematica is the first desktop compu-
tational package with this capability.

4. MATHEMATICA 5.2: CAPABILITIES

In general terms, Mathematica 5.2 provides the user with a
wide range of computational, graphical, and document creation
capabilities. Employing a huge collection of computational al-
gorithms, the user is able to perform a widely diverse number
of complex numeric and symbolic calculations. Mathematica’s
built-in programming language and computational kernel can be
used to create customized systems of algorithms.

The built-in numeric and symbolic functions make it possible
to model and simulate a wide variety of situations, including
complex biological systems, financial derivatives, environmen-
tal impact studies, health care economic impact alternatives,
meteorological profiles, and even alternative consequences of
galactic collisions. Built-in graphics functions make it possible
to construct dynamic animated three-dimensional visual presen-
tations, as well as a host of associated plots and graphs for data
and functions.

The Notebook interface can also be configured to use a Math-
ematica kernel on another machine. In other words, one can use a
laptop to enter data and prepare documents while using a remote
computer for numeric and symbolic calculation.

Mathematica programs can be written in text files and run in
Mathematica. In addition to accessing the kernel through Math-
ematica’s Notebook interface, Mathematica can be run in a com-

mand line mode. Mathematica can also be interfaced with other
programming languages. MathLink is the means by which Math-
ematica’s Notebook interface and kernel interact. MathLink also
provides an interface to programs in other languages, such as C.
MathLink applications called J/Link and .Net/Link are included
with Mathematica. These two applications provide integration
of Mathematica with Java and .Net, respectively.

Capabilities in several areas of specific interest to statisticians
include the following:

a. Built-in statistics functionality includes descriptive uni-
variate and multivariate statistics, linear and nonlinear regres-
sion, ANOVA, cluster analysis, numerous univariate and multi-
variate distributions, and statistical plots. The regression func-
tions include a number of estimates and diagnostics including
parameter estimates, standard errors and confidence intervals
and ellipsoids, goodness-of-fit measures, and leverage diagnos-
tics. The distributions include random number generation, and
symbolic and numeric results such as the mean, variance, skew-
ness, kurtosis, pdf, cdf, characteristic function, and expected val-
ues. Various statistical plots built into the software include box-
and-whisker, Pareto, pair-wise scatterplots, quantile plots, his-
tograms, pie charts and various bar charts. Stem-and-leaf plots
are new to version 5.2.

b. A large set of special functions is included in Mathemat-
ica ranging from elementary functions such as trigonometric,
hyperbolic trigonometric and exponential functions to orthog-
onal polynomials and functions related to factorial, hypergeo-
metric, elliptic and zeta functions. A few of the built-in spe-
cial functions that appear often in statistics are the binomial,
multinomial, gamma, beta, regularized gamma and beta func-
tions, log-gamma, poly-gamma, multiple erf functions, general-
ized and confluent hypergeometric functions, Bessel, Legendre,
Chebyshev, and Hermite polynomials, the unit step function and
multiple delta functions. Mathematica can evaluate these func-
tions both symbolically and numerically. Built-in formula ma-
nipulation functions and simplifiers are also included, which in
many instances allows for the reduction of complicated sym-
bolic expressions to simpler ones. I have found this feature to
be particularly useful.

c. Data can be imported into and exported from Mathematica
in many formats. The formats include common formats for text,
numeric data, graphics, XML, HTML, binary data, and audio
formats. A few of the supported text and numeric data formats
include plain text, tab- or comma-separated formats, and Ex-
cel spreadsheets. A number of field specific formats are also
included.

d. A DatabaseLink package is included with Mathemat-
ica. The package allows users to integrate Mathematica with
database managements. DatabaseLink is fully JDBC-compliant.
It contains both a SQL and Mathematica interface/

e. There are many types of numeric functions in Mathemat-
ica. A few of the numeric functions of special interest to statis-
ticians are linear algebra functions, local and global optimiza-
tion functions, and numeric root finding functions. The set of
linear algebra functions is extensive, ranging from more basic
operations such as dot product, transpose, and inverse to ma-
trix decompositions including singular value, Cholesky and QR
decompositions. Most of the linear algebra functions work for
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Figure 2(a). Some basic statistics—regression.
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Figure 2(b). Some basic statistics—regression.
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Figure 3(a). Poisson and beta models.
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Figure 3(b). Poisson and beta models.
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Figure 4(a). Poisson fitting.
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Figure 4(a). Continued. Poisson fitting.
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Figure 4(b). Negative binomial fitting.
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symbolic as well as numeric inputs. An additional feature of
Mathematica’s numeric functionality is the ability to use signif-
icance arithmetic. Mathematica allows for numbers of arbitrary
precision in addition to machine numbers. Mathematica tracks
the precision and accuracy of numeric computations not involv-
ing machine numbers, and returns as a result the correct precision
and accuracy based on the intermediate computations.

Three additional capabilities that are both new to version 5.2
and that are of relevance to statisticians include:

a. Enhancements to various high-level functions, including
series expansion of algebraic functions, derivatives, and singu-
larity handling.

b. The incorporation of new algorithms for symbolic differ-
ential equations, which improve the ability to solve higher-order
linear differential equations.

c. Enhanced quadratic quantifier elimination improves sym-
bolic solving capabilities.

Some other items of note included in Mathematica are the
Help Browser, Web services package, GUIKit, and the Note-
book Indexer. The Help Browser is the help system in Mathe-
matica. The contents of The Mathematica Book, documentation
and examples for built-in functions, demos, documentation for
packages, and advanced documentation are among the informa-
tion included in the Help Browser. The Web services package
provides an interface for obtaining XML data from the internet.
GUIKit is a package for creating Java-based graphic user inter-
faces in Mathematica. The Notebook Indexer allows Notebook
expressions to be searched by Google Desktop Search, Apple
Spotlight, or Windows Desktop Search.

5. THE MATHEMATICA NOTEBOOK INTERFACE

A user interacts with the Mathematica computational kernel
through the Notebook. Essentially, the Notebook is a fully in-
tegrated technical manuscript-preparation environment which
manages everything one does in Mathematica. Formulas are en-
tered and results displayed within the Notebook. Graphics are
also both defined as well as displayed from within the Notebook.
Additionally, the user may modify Notebook features in most
any manner desired. Notebook images will be provided when I
display example output in the following section.

I should mention here that Notebooks can be used as a com-
plete document including text, computations, various cell styles,
and typesetting. Users can design their own style sheets to create
templates for their Notebooks. Notebooks can also be made into
a slideshow, and converted to TEX, XML, or HTML. There is
also an AuthorTools package included with Mathematica that
can make the task of authoring in Mathematica a bit easier. The
package contains a number of palettes allowing users to perform
many formatting tasks by simply clicking on buttons.

6. EXAMPLES OF STATISTICAL CAPABILITY

Mathematica’s numeric and symbolic capability is unpar-
alleled as a desktop package. In this section I shall provide
some examples of how Mathematica can be used to solve a few
problems related to statistics. The examples will be annotated
throughout, using Mathematica’s Notebook interface.

I should mention here that these Notebook examples were
saved in TEX format from within Mathematica, with graphics
stored as .eps files. The TEX-exported Notebooks were then input
directly into the LaTEX document, which produced this review.
The process was extremely easy to do.

The first example, shown in Figures 2(a)–(b), shows how to
use Mathematica to perform some basic statistical calculations,
including simple least squares regression. Figure 3 demonstrates
how to generate random numbers from known distributions that
are then modeled using Poisson and Beta maximum likelihood
estimation, respectively. Poisson has one unknown parameter,
mu; Beta has two unknown parameters, alpha and beta. Graph-
ical representations are presented for both models.

The final example, shown in Figures 4(a)–(b), demonstrates
how data stored in an Excel file can be read into Mathematica
and modeled using Poisson and negative binomial regression.
Having three binary predictors, initial values for the negative bi-
nomial model are calculated using Poisson regression, which
are then used by the maximization function to calculate the
maximum likelihood parameter estimates and standard errors
for each of the predictors. The negative binomial ancillary pa-
rameter, called alpha, is also estimated. The values obtained in
Mathematica agree with those obtained in Stata and LIMDEP.

7. SUMMARY REMARKS

Mathematica is not typically thought of as a statistical pack-
age. Most statisticians tend to use it as an ancillary package
for symbolically solving derivatives and integrals, or for its ma-
trix capabilities. However, I have shown that Mathematica can
be used as a full-fledged statistical solution environment. Data
may be imported into and exported from it in a wide variety
of formats, manipulated in nearly any manner desired, and then
may be subjected to a number of statistical analyses, including
maximum likelihood estimation.

Aside from being able to access a huge variety of functions
and distributions, Mathematica can easily be used to calculate
mixtures of distributions, which can then be used to model
data in ways unavailable—or which may involve substantial
programming—in other commercial packages. As far as I am
concerned, this makes Mathematica an extremely useful tool
for professional statistician.

When I first thought of Mathematica for use as a complete
statistical package, I assumed that only those with a solid back-
ground in mathematical statistics would be able to use its func-
tionality. I love to design new statistical algorithms and proce-
dures, but many statistical researchers do not. However, I found
my fears to be mistaken. Those with a good undergraduate back-
ground in statistics can use Mathematica to perform nearly ev-
ery statistical task they need for their research. Those having a
more extensive mathematical background can use Mathematica
to push the very limits of statistical theory and application.
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